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Biographical Description for The
HistoryMakers® Video Oral History
with Dr. Rene Martin Earles

person

earles, rene Martin, 1940-
Alternative Names: Dr. rene Martin earles; r. Martin earles

Life Dates: october 31, 1940-

Place of Birth: new orleans, Louisiana, UsA

Residence: Chicago, IL

Work: Chicago, IL

Occupations: Dermatologist

Biographical Note

Dermatologist Dr. rene Martin earles has developed techniques and products
formulated for the uniqueness of African American skin and hair. Dr. rene Martin
earles was born on october 31, 1940, in new orleans, Louisiana. Growing up in
Washington, D.C., earles graduated from Coolidge senior High school in 1958.
Following high school graduation, earles attended Howard University, where he
received his B.s. degree in chemistry and biology in 1963. Upon graduation, earles
attended the College of Medicine at Howard University and finished with his M.D.
degree in 1967. Throughout his tenure in medical school, earles worked at the
Freedmen’s Hospital.

earles held a residency at the District of Columbia General Hospital in general surgery.
The following year, 1969, he began a second internship in orthopedic surgery. In 1970,
earles joined the United states navy to direct the Medical Clinic at sand point naval
Air station in seattle, Washington. While in the navy, he received a preceptorship in
dermatology at the University of Washington, beginning his career as a dermatologist.
In 1972, earles moved to Chicago, Illinois, to begin a dermatological residency at
rush-presbyterian st. Luke’s Hospital. Three years later, earles opened a private
practice in Chicago’s Bronzeville neighborhood. In 1976, earles attended a course in
hair transplantation in Arkansas. The following year, he developed his own surgical
technique for treating alopecia marginalis, hair loss at the hairline, in African American
women. This procedure is called the “earles’ flap” and revolutionized the field of hair
transplantation for black females. This led to his appointment as chairman in the
Division of Dermatology at Mount sinai Hospital in Chicago from 1979 until 1981.
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earles presented his findings of strategies for hair loss management for African
American males and females at numerous conferences and magazines including the
Journal of the national Medication Association, ebony, American Academy of Facial
plastic surgery, essence, and the Journal of Dermatologic surgery and oncology.
earles has served as a consultant for African American personal care lines including
softsheen-Carson and Fashion Fair Cosmetics. This early work helped prepare earles
to launch his own skin and hair product line, Dr. earles, in which he has received two
United states patents for an anti-dandruff formula and the process by which it is made.
The company, Dr. earles, LLC, is operated by his son, robert earles.

earles is a member of multiple professional organizations including the national
Medication Association, the American Academy of Dermatology, and the Chicago
Dermatologic society. He was named by Black enterprise magazine as one of the top
African American physicians. earles has twenty thousand active patients and has
treated over two hundred thousand people in the course of a forty-year career.
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